Still, it makes you wonder why Bill Gates is letting Nathan Myhrvold lock up his ideas as part of his patent extortion scheme. ...
www.techdirt.com/articles/20081108/1744562771.shtml - Cached - Similar

One force of nature vs. another: Bill Gates tries to stop hurricanes
Jul 9, 2009 ... A diagram from one of the newly disclosed Gates and Myhrvold patent filings, depicting a deployment of hurricane-suppression vessels in the ...
www.techflash.com/.../One_force_of_nature_vs_another_Bill_Gates_wants_to_stop_hurricanes_50385622.html - Cached

Nathan Myhrvold - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
"Microsoft Chief Technology Officer Nathan Myhrvold Takes Leave of Absence". ... The Microsoft Provocateur: Nathan Myhrvold, Bill Gates Corporate Gadfly. ...
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nathan_Myhrvold - Cached - Similar

Video results for Myrvold Gates
Bill Gates & Mathan Myrvold: Can They Stop ... 2 min 55 sec - 1 day ago www.youtube.com
Bill Gates Patents The 'Electromagnetic Engine' www.businessinsider.com

Jun 20, 2008 ... FORTUNE MAGAZINE Microsoft without Gates; Gates without Microsoft .... Myhrvold loves the irony of it all: "It's so funny: Here's a guy who ...
money.cnn.com/2008/06/20/technology/gates_after.../index.htm - Cached

Gates, Myhrvold To Patent Crazy Electromagnetic Combustion Engine ...
Apr 9, 2009 ... Bill Gates may love his Ford Focus, but he's got plans to improve on age-old combustion, applying—along with Nathan Myhrvold and others from ...
gizmodo.com/.../gates-myhrvold-to-patent-crazy-electromagnetic-combustion-engine - Similar

What's next for Gates? Anything he can dream up
Jun 26, 2008 ... Gates and Myhrvold were the keynote speakers at a recent symposium at Hood's institute. The foundation, which has provided financial support ...
www.seattlepi.com/business/368475_gatesnext26.html - Cached - Similar

BILL GATES OS: COVER STORY
If Ballmer is Gates' social goad, his intellectual one is Nathan Myhrvold (pronounced Meer-voll), 37, who likes to joke that he's got more degrees than a ...
www.time.com/time/gates/gates7.html - Cached

The Road Ahead by Bill Gates with Nathan Myhrvold and Peter Rinearson
The Road Ahead is Bill Gates's State of the Union address, delivered with the shambling, endearing, self-deprecating grandeur that is appropriate to the ...